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Born a refugee at the height of the Bosnian War, my work is informed by the struggle 
of my family and my community. This labor defines me, as do the failures and struggles 
that coincide. These socio-political forces that frame my experiences and my selfhood 
keep the opposing instruments of civil- and self- creation in endless and inextricable 
dialogue. In the act of manipulating the manufactured and the predetermined, I devise a 
representation of queerness–via embodiment and culture–through object. Like my 
American citizenship–granted years after my family’s deportation from Germany–I 
make work about not having a choice. My sculptures are objects adapted for this world, 
queered in their transformation. I mimic the shaping of personal identity, using semiotics 
and linguistics around commodities, as instruments of play in a world of trauma and 
exclusivity.
 
My sculptures are specimens of the tension between geopolitics and self-creation; 
abstract notions like language, gender, sexuality, and symbol generate tension when met 
with concrete classifications like designated use and purpose within space. Using text, 
electronics, formulated processes, and lighting in conjunction with preexisting objects, 
my work is self-reflexive and subversive of expectation. The objects place imagined 
sentiments within the real world, testing boundaries historically denoted by narrow 
semiotic and linguistic hierarchies. It does so by becoming ontologically generative. 
Just because formal language does not exist to describe objects, performances, and 
rituals, does not mean that they refrain from developing.

My work builds a world in which objects based in function are self-creating and perform-
ing, linking them to queer semiotics. I use well-recognized symbols, social behaviors, 
and words to translate particular and ephemeral phenomena into enduring artifacts. 
Although material-based, the non-physicalist approach to objects allows the pieces to 
endlessly participate in a referential authoring of myth, history, and contemporary culture. 

Painting as a liminal practice comes in as a continuous allusion to tradition and the 
queering of the self portrait. The characters have been with me since adolescence, and 
grow in their context as the years go by. Using monstrous figures, bold colors, and flat-
ness conveys narratives of the therapeutic, generating icon and symbol from image, and 
transforming the brush stroke to a plane and a constructed space. Inspired by watching 
cartoons and playing video games as a form of calm, the paintings attempt to ground 
escape and root it back to the essence of development; somewhat of a spiritual journey.

ARTIST STATEMENT



CURATORIAL STATEMENT

“Very Important Person” will be an exploration of my work as it coincides 
with the labor I did in a gay nightclub. For two years, I worked as a bouncer 
in a predominately gay male space. For another two years, I worked as a 
technician for a predominately gay male audience and talent. Taking from 
my understandings of crowd management and lighting a space, I wish to 
present my culminated works in the gallery as entities that exist within the 
aesthetic of the nightclub. The works will converse with each other, flirting, 
despite their differences. They are conjoined by the fact of their existence 
together in the place they gather. Exploring notions of order, disorder, gen-
der, language, sex, and the inevitable low that occurs after too many nights 
too high–on dancing, on loving–”Very Important Person” is the underbelly of 
identity politics and the quote-unquote ‘safe space’.

The stanchions will serve as a compass for which to engage the space and 
its entities, albeit being an entity itself.



THE ENTITIES



WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR (OPP. GAZE), 2020
LED, black velvet stanchion, brass hardware

24 ½ inches x 31 inches x 1 inch

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR (OPP. GAZE) is a sculpture that wants to 
live within criticality. It aspires to take the structure of power implicit in art and 
denounce it through the power of the spectator in their role of viewing the 
artwork and then having to reflect upon the order and boundary of which we 
all participate in (i.e. the queue). The piece denounces individuality for a uni-
versal sake of the salient identity for the genderqueer and lesbian community, 
creating a critical view of the exclusionary scene and a face, a loop, to look 
back upon the spectator; a playful interaction of semiotics meets drunk queer, 
standing in line to get into the club.



Untitled (Can You Hear Me Calling), 2020
Little Tikes chair, 3 rpm motor, 10 foot chain, mirror, light

11 ½ inches x 16 inches x 10 ½ inches

https://vimeo.com/397803964

This is a piece inspired by the ageless participation of queer people in 
nightlife. It is a monument to innocence lost amidst crises over various 
decades, yet the ability for sacred space to foster the same innocence 
through the retention that reflection and light provide.



continuing throughout, 2021
Tattoo needles and armrest

14 inches x 41 ½ inches x 10 inches

Maximizing positive (additive) motions, the lack of a body, and the nostalgia 
of a moment, this piece is written in light and atoms. It captures the atomi-
zation of the age-old process of being tattooed–be it for memorial, for pain, 
or for pleasure. continuing throughout suggests that perpetuity includes an 
eternal existence, injected into the skin–a long exposure of the process.



VII, 2021
Wifi-control moving heads, app

dimensions variable
concept in collaboration with Georden West



Untitled Poem (information as non-duration), 2020
16x2 LCD, Arduino Uno, breadboard, 10k potentiometer,  

9V battery, mirror mount, lighting C-clamp
5 inches x 4 inches x 4 ½ inches

Untitled Poem (information as non-duration) implements a poem through 
the use of non-volatile memory via C. Confined to two lines and sixteen 
characters, the work explores the ephemera of language, subverting its 
temporality with a loop. Its revealing configuration highlights its need for 
connection and power.



Untitled Lamp (Caution: biker) is a piece of traffic equipment 
found on the streets of Boston. Used for cars to be mindful 
of bikers, converting it to a lamp highlights the inadequacy of 
its previous intention by making it even more visible.

Untitled Lamp (Caution: biker), 2020 
Flexible delineator post with base, 4 bolts, 50W bulb

41 inches x 6 ½ inches x 6 ½ inches





Untitled (Phantom Phallus) is an exercise of intercultural understanding 
through the use of hybridization, inspired by bell hooks’ Oppositional Gaze, 
Jack Halbserstam’s Female Masculinity, and Audre Lorde’s Uses of the 
Erotic. Destabilizing meaning and material, shifting the referentiality of the 
phallus, and filling in the representational gap are key components in exer-
cising intercultural understanding, an integral aspect of this piece. Untitled 
(Phantom Phallus) takes on a playful and empathetic perspective that subverts 
ideas of the assumable. It is the individualized and reinvented material object 
existing as archival specimen of play within the boundaries of real and 
imagined, paralleling notions of gender. 

#1 attempts to question the form through language found on cloneawilly.com 
where customers’ most FAQ was: What if I’m Curved? Destabilizing meaning 
and material, shifting the referentiality of the phallus, and filling in the repre-
sentational gap are key components of this piece. It takes on a playful and 
empathetic perspective that subverts ideas of the assumable via age old 
cultural phenomena (tattoos and dildos) and semiotics.

#2 tackles issues of gender and genitalia envy, albeit marking it proudly 
with the scripted font. The font was pieced together, ligament by ligament, 
armature by armature, within PhotoShop. Envy is an embodiment, a noun 
and a verb.

Works in progress:

#3 “I’M RESEARCHING” a self-reflexive statement about the nature of this 
project and identity.

#4 Clone-A-Willy make of a Shure SM48 Microphone, wired and ready for 
the stage (with amp and platform), mock-up on next page. A direct iteration 
of phallogocentrism.

#5 Phallus-silhouetted acrylic mirror.

Untitled (Phantom Phallus), 2020-2021
various mediums

various dimensions

https://cloneawilly.com/ 




Untitled (Nautilus pompilius), 2021
nautilus shell, Arduino, acrylic, silicone tube, air 

pump, fringe from noisemaker, 9V batteries
40 inches x 8 inches x 6 inches

The nautilus pompilius or the chambered nautilus has been appropriated as an 
artist’s material since the Renaissance as a result of the spice trade. Loved by 
Dutch engravers, the nautilus was a place where masterful human technique 
could be shown off and displayed. By taking a statement like, “You can hear the 
ocean in a seashell,” and flipping that expectation to, “Hey, you don’t own me, 
human, I’m going to blow into your ear,” the humor indicted becomes a sculpture 
of a “breathing” shell. Informed by the chambered nautilus’ use of propulsion, 
I am using a silicone tube as a way to push air to get the streamer to move. 
Anthropomorphizing the chambered nautilus shell via modern electronics 
creates a terrible sonic dissonance, paired with its contemporary friend, plastic.



Crybaby (still, life), 2021
Oil on canvas sheet
8 inches x 10 inches



WAP (impedence), 2021
Oil on canvas sheet
8 inches x 10 inches



Triumvirate (the boi, the chalice, and the ass), 2020
Oil on canvas sheet
8 inches x 10 inches


